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Probability logic. L.~,-, (or .L,j',pi, is ti!e" logic which has: formulas.like th0:~.~ ()f 
first Order.10g[e (or L~,,,~);exc6pt. hat quantifiers Px>~r and PX>r (x .1 firiiie 
sequence •o[  xariahles, ~-e[01..i] a :-eal nurhber)'fife, tisedinstead of the i~s ml Vx 
and. 3x( t :~ '>r~(x)"  means : i{X:¢(X)} has: probabi!ity :"-  " . . . . . . . .  .~ r  ) .  This .'noti.:~n of 
:probai, ility logic !S(~ne c!esigned to pemait ~i oilca! indmodel-theoretieaoproach 
to probability theory, lt~ is parallel tO the .fopologicailogi¢ developed by Sgro in 
- . . . . -  . , "  [~]. 
• . . . . , 
In this-p~pcr we obtai:: logic,,.l and.mode!-fi:corc~ic re.suRs ~'nalogous to.the 
basic theorents o:£ tirst, order logic. It appears that L~,e,.thelogielwh{ch,a!10ws 
countably infinito eonjuneiion ?and disjunction, has promise. oli proving to be bet~.ex: 
ibehaved than Li,i~,. L,,,-. is pb~rl~; behr, j'e d C0mi~arediito ' .L,.;~; :bUt:is"al'so im6i'e 
powerful ~:elative to L, oii,' than L,,~,-is rdafive Io L~;~., . :  :"? i . ."/.  " '"' :" / . :  : ' "  
The basie[~,orl~ on L~,,,.vehs done by Keisler"in his paper "'Hyperfin:ite; model 
theorY":?[8] which views ma/ters mamlyiff0ni ~the.standpoint of  hyperfinite ii.e. 
"-linite)-models,, but nevettl~eless:proves",,~ome ~mportani:results-,vhiel~ pehain:t6 : 
proba.biiity lbg!ept:9~e~:iali.0f ~:liich. I:ia~,:¢ be~ 6:of use t0"u~ihwriting fl,isl.Pai~er.. 
Further devel0pment:o[probabilit)~ lbgie:With the ,:iid 0[ techniqi-lesofn0ns ran- 
dard anal,;'sls and h,,;perfi,iten~0delthe0rypromises tb producean ii~tere.~ting mJ~l 
fruitIui tlaeorv..: ." :  :.-:::: : :.i ~ [ ;-:' ~:" . " .  ..... :::-"- ." .: .' '::: :.":': " . .  ' 
!l'he pih.n:0f:the l~,aperis, ~s. follo,;~;s" -: '""-- ' :".  . ? ~-': ': : ~:~::~!".'::i'. " - " ' " 
InSectlon 1: we :revicff. Kt'isier~s basle definitions :and extend: them slightiy."!~tee ' 
L ' ,  ~ . "  "~,  : "  : : :~ : " . .~-  ; : ~ : : - '~ '  "~- : ' , " : ' . " - :  - .~ : ' .~  ; ' - - .  '- " ,  ' ' : . i  . - "%:  ~. : : . . . : : : : " - - . : . . i : -  ; - . . :  ~ ." : " ' -  ' . . . .  : • " . .  - .  
alsor~:.ve!some examlqes Showing;the expresstv.e. power O~ :/-J~,,r,- ~:...- - " . : 
~' :~ - : ; "  ' : . . . .  : : ~  ~ " -~: : ' -  ' ' : -3 .~ ":. "~ '  ' ~ : " . :  : 
... In:Sectloni2..v;'e:/l~rese;nt.a:. simple:sV~tem of:axi0ms :and.,i"ules for probability,. 
. ' :~..  : . . . .  . "  ~i : : - : : : : i  % :;:'~:? .~",:: :: " - ; -  ;' : . ' .~ :  ' :  i:.::" ?::~. :!"'-!2. :~ : : .~  i :  .'... ". " " . . .  
~.( ' i ' :h i¢ - r¢~ar th"~, )a , " /c~- r r ied~:0U i . i ,~h i le" : ih~ ~u lho : r i :w .q~:ho id ,~r : ;6 i i~ ' .na f i~/ i l ' :Resea~r~h C0u,;.'e'Lt oJ" 
Cai~da ~P~s~r.~.~a!..~.~ ~:hi?~a¢sh`ip< ~-h6 .!~ath~ri~: g~at~e~j~.i~?Pr~ss~f`--. ~-~!: P`Ii~;;`is~ i na ~-~3. Ke is l6 r ,  
. ,hpeda l lv_ the  l l t te i : ' f~ ,eh 'e l~fu  dlsc 'ULf i6~s:~i~d-a. : l ; , ' ic~.~;: : : : '~. :~."- ( ,  -: "~S~- - i~ ' - . ; : . - i .  ' " ; '~:  --" ~ " - :  "..: ' 
• .., Cur rent .addres~; : lh fneeton :Um~¢~!y ,~. l '~x~l~.n  .N~iU ,S .A : . - : , - - .  : ; -  - . , .  . .  -- . _ . :  . . 
" ' "  ' . : "  " : :  : ? !?d '~ ' '± ' : ' .  C ,~ . '~ ' ; - : : ) ' -  J - : . :~ '~" ,~g . , , " . ' - - . t ' : - ; . . : "  . ~:~; .~, : - . : \ '~ . .~  ~ ~'c~ ; - .A . : :¢_  . " : ' . , : - "~"5" : ' ;~ : ' - : -5 , '7"~ :~ ' "  ~ . :  " ' . ' : -  
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logic alld prove a comp!etenes~ tkeorem foreshadowS'cal, by Kdsler's abstrad 
completeness theorem in.J8]. The liovel pan of our proof is a new u~;e 0f the.L0eb 
process.of nonstandardmeasure th ory. . . . . .  :-:i-,... -- ,: 
In Section '3 we follo;,~; up the coa~leleness theofeu:t:: with som,/, c6rollaies. 
These include 'the abstract5on'lp!e.leness"theo.i:eni already.mei~tioned. We ~l~b 
answer some eompiexhyquestions"lef'..open by the theorem: : 
In Section 4we show how L,,,b .is relate.d io other, lane..uaees discussed in 
Keisler [8_], and extend thecompleteness theore:n to ctlver suc h .languages. 
In Section 5 we show how a lemma of Keisler cnn be used It~ prox'c :~ suhni,.~tld 
isomorphism theorem for hyperhllite-modds, fro,,'n which we obt:i{tl the Robillso;t 
consistency theorem nild the Craig !nterpolation theorc~n for.prol~abilily Iog}¢. 
h Section 6 we prove Lowenh¢im and Sko!em results and n sort of compacl~ess 
theorem. 
We assume that the reader is familiar ~x'ith th, ~ elcniet{£s of first t~rder a~.odei 
theory (as in Chang and Keisler [3]) and ~'f the model thee.r)' of l ..... (see l;.cisler 
[7. Part I]), the fundai.nental cons/rtlctior:s of lloi~standard analysis (see L'a,,'is [4] 
or Stroy~n and l_uxemburg [12]). and elementary measure theory (Neveu [10]). 
The original source for tlte Loeb process is Loeb [9]. Keisler [SJ is the source of 
all previous results on probabiti~, logic ~:nd is .the main reference for this patter. 
For ad:l:issible sets see Barwise [2]. 
Notatio~ which is not explained in tke p;:pcr is either "sta~ldard" (i.e. as in 
Chang and K¢isler [3] or Keisler [7] or ,:Ise t~mes from Keiskr's paper-iS]. 
Some of the r~sults ef this paper were annot need in [5]. 
1. Basic ddui l lo .s  
We re.view the basic delinit~er~s of l~robabihty logic. These appeared in Keisler 
[8], but we generalize them slightly by inehding function symbols and extending 
the probat'ihty quantifier. 
D,~liililinn 1.1. '}[he Iogi.'- L,,, e has. sy,m,x, the same ~ls first order logic with 
equaliLv £.,.. (in paticular we-allow function .4Ymbols),:.exceptithat it does .,'.o.t 
have ihe qt, aniificr ~ Vx and ]x, but instead uses the: probability qhantifieu: 
. . : 
(e , : ,  . . .  . . . .  . .  ('aiia ie . ,Eio  1]" " 
(P.q • • • x, > r) ". 
• - . . '  . . . . . . . 
(writt¢ii (i 'x~/') ail.I (PJ:,~ tl),"which biiid ~ll:llleir areuluctlts .q,....,.q. 
( |~")  r)~(.i) (~(,X I ..1 [Orllitila Of: l,t,.t,) i~ inl.elit!¢:d tO n{dan "the protgilbility.'o'f 
el.eat IX: ¢(.i)}.is at :eaSt f3 and (Px> r)q.(J)' ineans "'die orobabilitv of the event 
~(x) i s greater than r". We shall regard (Pf~r)  as lhe!prilni~J(e quantifier and 
dd, ,e  (Px>r)¢ as ."2. (Px~ l.+.r)[-i ~-we also ~le~ne qUa~ii.fiaS (Pr-S.-r), (/'. ~ <r), 
(P ,= r), (P.,~s[r,.s']), etc.. so that' Iheymi~an. wha¢:lhev-sa);. " .  ~ ;- :.i- '"-' " 
- - :  - -' ~ . ;  . . . . , . .  - ' . . . .  , - " .  i - .  . . . "  .. 
. . f " .  " " .  £ t -ob . ,3b i l i rv  Ion ic  .: 289 
. . .  . . .  " . ."  . 
• . . . .  . . . .  , . 
: F~rti~erutore,-,.ve Cow, sider A-and'm to be.the primitiVe connectives, and the 
6thers to be defiaed, We'.dso use the defined eonnective.A-:/p.~$ n~eans.(~pA.-'l 
. . . . . .  . 
:¢,~v(~¢,x~)' , ) . :  " - " i  " :.":: . . " .  .: "... " - . ' - . - i - " - "  .-:-" ' :  : "  "..: " :. 
"We reh~afk that fl~e r ) i rv  quantifiler (Px~ r) is tinnecessary', a~d :the unary 
quantifier. iPx ~ r) '~ould 'do.. But .the th~.o.,-y :,; 'naade 'a:.iittle. smoother' a~ci the 
logic rfiore persp.icuqus by. theuse o! the ~-an'.quank;,fier,:" - .  .....-.. s 
• Th e inclusion o'~/tmcfie~l symbols (omit!~d b~ "" . . . .  • ~, esler) is, on the other hand' an 
essential addition, beca~:se ftmction symbols cannot be define d in t~rm,~ of relation 
s~tq~bo'.,s ."i  they can i11 ~ The reasoa is tha.t we cannot write R(x, y) for/ 'x "-- y 
because we can't say (Vx)(~ !y)R,.x. y): there is no way to say (Yx). 
The logic.L~,.v.stands in tixe san,." relation to L,,-, as L.~..~, to L ..... i.e.it allo.ws/\ 
and V over eotmtable setsof  forrmlas. 
I" ,~ is a eountab!e admissible set (Barwise [2.]) and L ~-.¢1, then 
Z,,~, = L , , ,  b ,  N ~d. 
What this meaa-~ is that if qq is a set of formulas of L~,  r.ud £b e ~,  then A • and 
\ /0  are in L..,,v, and if r ~.~4N [0, I], then (Px~ r)~ ~ L~., if ~ e L.,~ (If ~o _:.~, 
consider the reals ot~ ,W to be: the Dedckind cuts of Q.in .~/. If e~M,  e.g., if 
.~--HF, we consider the reals of M to be just the rationals, coded as pairs of 
in teger.~ 3 
l)efinilion 1~2. A probability model is a structure 
(~1. t~,,),.:.. = (o.(. tL) 
where 
(1)' ~1 = (A, Ri, f/, c~)~j , j .~K is a model in t'he sense of first order logic. 
(2) Each /.t,, n <~,~, is a (o'-additik, e) probabil i tymeasure on A", .and the 
sequence of measures (i~,, :a <¢0) satisfies the Fubini pre[,erty. Thai is: 
(i) For all m, n t t  ..... i is an extension of the pfoduct'measure p~.~ x ~,. 
(ii) Each lz,, is invariant under permutations. That is i whenevei" 7r is a permuta- 
tion of {1 . . . . .  n}, and Scdom (~,), if 
~-S .= {(a,,,~, . . . .  a.. c ~):(,.q .... . ,  a,,)~ S}, 
tllen': " " ' " ": 
' ' .  ~ . . 
., ~,S~do,nO,°i an~. ~,,!.~,S)=~;iS). " 
1[: S e:dom (it,,, ~,,).: then ' 
• (iii):Fer all bizA'.', ..- . . . . .  ~ .-..... . ' . .  
: . . '  . ~ . ' . . ' -  : - S .  . " -  . ".." . .  . . .  
• . . .  . 
' {..:(o~.~)~s}~.do,.(~,. i :  ' :  " ": - .  . . .  . - . . .  . . . . !  : : . . " ! .  
• . ' . . . .  . . . .  . . .  . . . . . .~-  . . . .  . .  . , 
(iv) r6r  .-ill i~R.  - . " .  : ' :: : """  :.:: ::i.: : " 
: . . - . " .  - - . .  . ." . . 
•- : : -{~!~, , i{o : (o ,  b i~s i>~}~d~n, i~, , ,~ . . , " - . . -  " " " : "  - " -" . . . . .  , .  " . "  . -  . -. : . . . . . .  
• ':i~..)-;,~:,~)L"~ (Si~,iid~,)~,;~'(d,~i: .. ~ .  i" "i-: . .. ':"~.:., " .  :: . . .  ": '.:,i . : ,  .... 
" . . ' .  : 
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• . . . . 
(3) Each atolrde formul~ '~vith n free variabl'.cs l.:; nle.asurabl.~: with respect !a/~,,.. 
(Note that {,3)implies:that the equalitv.relatio~t is ~t-,-measurable . so by (iii), 
• . -  . .  . .  , . . " . -  . . . 
sinr'letons are pz-m¢asureable't. This is ~vhar. Keisler [8 ]  calls...a.-two-valued. 
. . . .  • . - - .  . . - . - . .  - .  . . 
probability model. • . . . . . . . .  . " . . . .  : - - 
The. Fubini propert'  .~lys tha  t..(t:~,. : n <: c,.0 rt~L,.'t, beh,;t,,'e like ~ ~equence i of 
product measures'  (to : ,  < e. , ) .We ?remark: th.'it we .do ..not want !o resti'ict 
ourselves to the ease it,, : (F ~l". ' ' " " - ' . . . . .  
. - .  . " .  : .  . . . . .  . ' . 
Example 1.3. If (A.'tt) is an intcrfial, hyperf i~ite probabil i lv sp:,ce x~;ith 
• • "~ " :proh~bility dora (~)=tile internal power sol of A Ihen-{(A), l-(t;. ,),,..,, is a 
model (LOt") is the/ .oeb measure of l.ht- interred r:-fold p"oduct measure I~"!. If 
is atomless, thel, L(~ ~') properly cxteuds L(,u.I-. Tile authbr plans, to e~'Llarge 
upon this matter in a future paper. 
Tl:e probabilistically minded reader may wonder why we have required 
( / z , , :n<w)  to satisfy ;he sort of propertc~, satisfied by. ([0.11'. ~ ,.~'-~',,,'1, 
(/.t =kebesgue measure, ~~1 =--P, orel sets] .,-ather thzm ([0, t]", "-°. x") 
(k? :  l_,cbcsgue measurcable sets. ,\ = the completed measure). 
t, The di,q'ere~¢c is that inslead of (iii) of the Fubini property. (A" :u < ~,  sa:isfies 
(ii i)':For A"-almost all b~ A",{a:(a:  b}eS}edom X'~'). 
We silalt cal! a structure t~I, It) which satist]es all the requirements of a l-'robability 
model except that it has (iii)' instead of (iii) of the Fubini.properiy-a probability 
model with the a.e. Fubini property.] Would it make a ditterenee to the logic to 
require only the a.e. Fubini property? The answer is: no dilTerencc, as far as L~, 
is cow, corned (Propo;;ition 3.3). Since models-with the a.c. property ge~crally 0rise 
by completion of the measures o~ ~lotlels with fl~e full l:ubini property, and nil our 
constructions pro.luce models with the full Fubinl property, the full Fubini 
properly will be the property we use. - - • 
The t:ollowing proposition shows that the uotion of probability model (either 
with the Fubini property .or the a.e. Fubiifi property) is suitable to  proba!fili~y 
logic. 
Proposillon 1,4 (Kcisler), If (~[. Ix).is a prc.,bability u:odcl (orobability modelwith.  
the o.e. Jq~bini property), fl~cu for cat/: formula ¢(x, y) o.f L.~,v with "oniy .finitely 
o~a~:y ~r~e ~'ariables, o.nd each b ~ A"  (lz~-talmost all b .,%. ), 
{a~A .... ~" • t ,  t~)~,~(a, h)} .- -.. 
• . . . . 
is ~t,,,-~wasurable. In particah;~, t::uO~ t;al:ws oF scmc~tces of LI,II, ~qffJo~at oar,',i~etbrs 
are always defined. ' " "' " ... 
• . . . . . . . . .  : .  . :  . 
l 'roof. Induce'~)n the ,:omplexily.o[ [ormui~s/ : : ' " 
• " . i . - : : ' , ' ? "  
• . . . . . '  . . . . " - '  . 
We close the.section by. giving sonic examples of. properties ",~,hich can be'  
, . . : .  - 
• : .v.~..  : .:...i"i:" .. ::.....-. : ..: .. expressed in Lo,,r:. : . . .  '-." . " ' . " .  '.. "i - - ""  i.. . 
• . r'r,,~ab(iiB: !og,.'e 7.91  
Example 1.5. t£i has..np poini masses .if~ . . ' . . . . . . .  
• . . -  , . .  • . .  . . . 
" Ix) ~(PX ~ 1}(Pv ~ iix ~-' " • - .~  {~! , , -  . .  , .  . .  .. 
} - . - .  . :  ~ " ' -  . . . - - . .  " . -  . . . - " . " "  - :  " • . ". • 
• • • • • • • • 
/'t ]ins. all mass concentrated, on a' cbuntabi~ sef:of  p0ints iff " ' 
• . . . : . ' . . -  . . . .  . "  
(oj, p)~{/"x~ 1)(/~,>0)X = y..  " . . :T  - . .  
. .  - • • • • . . -  . . "  • 
Remark 1,6. 'llie p~:opt, rty. "'.e~ is atoml¢,~s"eannot be exp;'e,~sed in L~,,p. Irt !~et, 
[Si Theo/~;m 6,14] shows tha~ .eve D' p.,.,-01ia6ili~ii,, model is L,,,s,-elementarily 
eqvivalent o a hyperfinite model, which is atomless iff it ha.~ no point masses.• 
ExamFle 1.7. Conditional probability: if t¢,,(,/~(x)}>0, then. 
~,,{~(~} I q~'{]:))= 
{~,~t}¢ A [{ex~r,7){~{.~}^q,(x})~CPx~-qIil~('x)].- 
qEQ 
. 1 ~ [ 0 , 1 ]  
If X is a rantom variable on (A, F,}, we can express'vari0us prol},*.rLies 0f X iha 
lat~guage l.~,,,~ where L contains predicate symbols [X> s](-), s ~ Q, interpreted 
so that for a~A,  
(?l,}L}~'[X>s]{a) iff XC,!)>s. 
Example 1.8. X is a.s. finite i ff.  
A v " " 
nn~aa p c Q  . 1"/,1 . " . " 
p~-o  
Example • 1.9. X .  ~" ~ X i f f  " 
, '  : ' ,  , ,  
'-'. 
• , \ n m q , E ~  
' l . :nn . _ .~  ~" " " Kxample X~-- . - .+ X iff . . " 
. . . . . . 
~. . . - .  . - :  -' . . .  i :  : - "  . . : - . "  i " "  " 
• . . " . . :  . . .  . -  - . .  . . ;" . . .  . . . :  . - . . :  ' -  : . .  . . - . . . 
i !)( A ([ rx,: ' .(?,I, I..t)l= h V - . X>.q]~, ,  .2- . . 
" j ,  m. 'k~k " P l / \qeQ \ " " / " - . -~ . . I / / /  . 
• . . . .  
• . . ' . .  - : 
Using the resuh's o( Section 4; the reader dan see tlf~it much more is expressible 
. '  , . .  : .~  . . . .  - " . . ;  . . '~ .  . . .~  
.' in.[.,~,}~ inclv, dih~,' for instanc~, 'Xh .~.X . .  :'.. ' :.. ".. }'. :"" " .-" ":. '." .:'" ".' ..'. 
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2. completeness  theorem : : .  ...... : :: . . . .  i~:. 
. - .  . ' . -  . . - 
• . . ' .  . . - . - 
We now present a simple set of axio m and rule schemes t'oi ~ probability !o~:;ie. 
We prove that this axiomatizatlon is c0mpleteon the class of probabil!ty models 
by means of a c0mbinad0n Of a consistency proper!) :, argunient llke that o[ Keisler 
[7] and a weak-model-strong-model construc, tion which is ate e]aboradon of the 
Loeb process. The weak-model-str6ng-model ideawas i-,tri, du~ed it(;Kei~ler [ti]. 
we ~x,e a cort:bined preserttafiou of : the axic;m.~ mid ruh:~,~ i of l~r~ I.'o,r, d 
admissible, and L,,,p, and remark how different forms of some axioms are 
required for dit2"erent logics_'. 
Axioms and rules .for L,~,. L~e, and I...,,. 
2.1. The usual propositiortM, equality, and substitution rules for L. That is: 
axio,ns 1.2, 3.5.6, 7 and rules 1,3 of Keislcr [7, pp. 15--it6], and the. rule 
,(x)l=~(I) t a term it: which x does no: occur. 
2.2. Axioms ,',bout the probability quantifier. 
(1) Monotonieity of the quantifier. 
(i) "(Px~r)¢(x)--~(Px~s)q(x) s<r,t .s~[O, 1]. 
(ii) (Px > ~),~ (x~ ~ ( Px ~ ~,¢ (_v), 
(2"~ (Px ~ r)¢Cx) ,~, (l'y,~ r)¢(y). 
2.3, Axioms and rules about probability. 
(1) From ~--* ~(x) infer g,--o (Px~ 1)~¢(x). (i.e. /~(A':)= 1). 
(2) (Px>~O)x-~ x. (,u~(0)>~0). 
(3) Additivity axioms. 
(i) (Px~ I)[-a(¢(x)A~,(x))]^(I.~r)q~(X}A(I.'x~S)~(x)--,(P.~:~r+s) 
-. ' . -  ' .. : - . ( ,~C~)v~r , (~) ) .  
(:i) (~'.~.,:- r)~0(~) ^ (P~ ~ s)~',C.O ~ (e_~ ~ r*  s)CL'Cx)\,,/,(xi). " : 
(4) Monotonicity o[ probability measure. 
) .  -. 
(VX -->." I ) (~(X) "--" ~(X)) -'* {(PX'~ r )~(x)  --, .(l'x,~r),;(~,')). "". 
. '  . • . . . .  , - :  . " .  . . . .  i "  
(5) Probobi~ity mcasurc is coutitulous il'l 0. F0.' Lo,r; or L,o, with o~I~M use the 
following rule schcmei For ~,ll~, n < ioln> 0, fre.m : . : 
• . - . . : .  - .  ' .  ' . . -  ' :  . 
• i 1 ,., : 
; : : 
\ '  " .  l l / :k. . . .  L ." i1 i .  1/~ .. :. : . ,  . - ?- . . - . .  . . . .  
• : : :  i 
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. . . . . .  • 
" . . . . .  . " . ' "  . .:".'~" "." . : ' " "  ". "i 
Fo i  L.~:~ ,o.e:.~., and L~,~p.we. use. tl~'e followi~ig .,'ix!0m X."hemes: '.... " ".... , 
• " '"' . . . .  - ' ,  ( ~ ' . - - : " "1  : - : - - .  - . -  ...... , . i : - ' .  -.-" . 
- A v ,.<-1,. 
. :  . , , . - .a  k " R /~. \  : " 1111 . -. " . . . : . .  " . ' . J  ."  . . . .  , .  
• :" . ' .:" ' " :  ' " " "  " . . . . .  ~ " ) :  " " ~ ' ' - . . / : : : i " :  
4" , , - , ,=<.  \ . I l l [ . .  . . ' . "  -~ .Z. 
s '~* l  : l l l J  hT  . ' . .  , 
2,-I. l:ubirii property.axioms. "' 
(1) Permutation axiom: 
• ' .  . ' 
. . . . . -  
I f "  ~ is a l~,ermutation of {1 . . . .  , n},  le t .x '=  x~. m . . . . .  ,x.,,o,- ). 
Then . 
(2) • Iterated hRdgratiou axioms. 
(i) . A (Px:~r,)iey~[s,s~.i)),p(x,y)-:.-CPxy~iris,)~(.~,y), ' 
| "a  I "r~ I |  
whcte s ,~. " .  ~s, , , r - , ,s i  . . . . .  r,,:s, e [0 , i ] .  ' 
: - . . .  ' . . .  
fib . A (Px~r j ) (Py '~[s , . s ,+t ] )~( .~,y ) - - - ' (Pxy .~,~s ,+O¢(x ,y ) ,  
L - i l ,n ; . ' l  
. . . .  ., ... . .: 0= ' , s j .~" ,<s , i .= l .  
. . . ' .~  . . . . .  
. . . -  . . . . .  . . 
Theorem 2.5 (Completeness tiacorem). I f  q~/s"a sente) l ce  o fLzp(L"_g , r ,  L , , , ,p ) i  then  ~o 
is sail.stied ill a l lprobabi l i~ models. i f f  ¢ is "pi'ot:abiefrom.{tte above ax ioms.and 
rules. 
• . . . . . 
As usual the proof o f the ".iF' !1all is easy..We prove the '.'0nly' i f"  bY a two part 
]itddel existence, theorem, as previously explained." 
• Wi t f iout :  los's of g~herality,.,~:e: may assume* L is counta.b!e.. For the rest of .this 
section;L:is countable. • - . : .:  :.:. .; - ., -. . - :  -. : 
Bcford pfocecdlng we.make some. dcfinitions.-Thi:immediate purpose o[ ttie 
.first. of these Is to .a l low us ,  .given..a. f0rm!ila of.:L~, e to. name :e: c0un~able, 
reaso'nablv' "complete".set"0I [orniulas .Y, With .9 e .Y~ L,,p.:.. It al~o gives .hs a 
single word 'with b,'hich)we cau refei" 't 9 LI:j,, La.~; L~.Ip. ."~ .:~:..-,:'.;!::.:2..'" ". :'" 
• . .  . . . . - . . .  . . . ' . . .  . .  . .  . . .  
':Definifioii 2,6.::A"fragmcnt 'is i~ 'set. Y.~ L,,,p .sucl~ .fliat eitlier .Y-' L,, pi!Y s: L:,,:~,: 
: : s~~ei i f i ta t i l e  adm~sibie,-of s ucii~that 3 satisl-es the following: . . . .  " : ' i  " : "  
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(2.) There is a subfield F of 'R such •that -' .. ." .. 
. ,  , -  . 
• - . .  " .  
$"= (.¢:¢ is a formula of Lo~; and every tiueattifiei" (Px ~ r) c;cc.ttrfing in 
• has re b"}. 
In each case we write - . • 
F(Y) = {r ~. K :some quantifier (E~: ~ r'~ occ,.t~ Ja some for,turin '¢ ~ Y}, 
F(Y) is always a sat'field of R. 
It is cleat that any (coua~table) sol of formnl~.:; of L~,~, is cortain,:d i~l a smatle.-:t 
{:ountable) fragment, if s ~s a set of formuI:ts .of /-~,v, then the smallest fragment Y 
containing ~ has Y__q. L,,r. 
Definition 2.7, A finitely additive probability model is a structure ('~I, i t)= 
(~, ~,,),,<, which satisfies eve,-3,thil:g which ~s required of a probability model 
except that each /~0 need only be linitely additive, and the Fubini property need 
not be satisfied. We say tha- a linitely additive probability model is z weak model 
for a fragraem Y if 
(I) For e:ery a ~ A, ~(x, a) is t,,,-measureable for suitable n, for every formula 
q~(.v,y) of Y wifla only finitely .man-" free variables. 
(2) ~,~.qlenever . (,v) is an axio.u in "t, ('?.[ It)~:c(a) for every a~_A. The analog- 
ous thing holds for rules, hlcluding the c,~ntb~uity rule 2.3(5) (unless Y= L.~r, 
o, e ~-~,', when the axiom form of 2.3(5) is enough). 
We now define a notion of consistency property suit.',ble to probability logic. 
In Ih¢ following. ¢ -  is defined as follows: 
-'1 = "-1 ¢, ¢ atomic. 
( "a tF ) -'a = ~ 
( (Px> r )~)~ = ( l ' x~ l - r )~,~,  
• . '  . . . . . . '  . . 
Definition 2.8. Let Y" be a countable fragment, an.d I.ei C be.'a, countable set-of 
new constants, l.et Y(C)  be..the, set o r formulas .of L(C),~,v .consisling o f  all 
formulas de'~!~ied fro m formulas in Y b~; substitutingfinitely !na~y:¢"s ~C[or'i~ree 
variables. A"consistency propert), for. ~. ~. a"set S-0[ i:ountable scts.j, of se,!tences 
of Y (C)  which .,atisfies thefbllowia~ c6aditions f6reach .sE  S.. -i-." . " ~ :-. ...' 
. .  " " l ' robab~. l i t t  , l og ic  " 29. :  • . . . .  
" I  • • . . i  
(0  ~. T r i~ ' ia t l ty  ru l , . ' :  . .q5 ~ S .  " ' ' ' - ' " -: ' ." " "' I i  • i I • • I I i I i  • 
. .  (1.) Consistency pale: •either q~s Or: ~, : ,o ,~ s for.every.serttetiee~o~Y. " ' 
• • • I L  i - i i i  
'(2)-~::t{ile:if ~¢~s, the  sU.{641]aS .  " " " " ' .. 
, .  t "  " "  (3) V-.me: ~t V.q~¢s, thel{ ~O{~}eS for.,~ome ~.o~ c[?. - - 
(4)  A-ru!e: i f] \4~a .,.'.:then st.){¢}¢ S for every ,~  @. 
(5) I~ ( l ' .r>.O)ce(x)~s, then sU{~o(e)}c-S for some c~C.:. " ' 
• (6) lf. ~(x)¢ y(C) is an axiom, then (!)sU {(P.y-> 1)~(x!} e S; (if) whenever itis 
a seq~icnfe o~closed {enns of L(C) ,  .~. U{,c.(t)} a S. 
• (7). ('omitmity rule (uot required fol' admissible.fragments L~e with ra e .M): for 
each n<e~ r~F(Y ' ) ,  and formula ~(x,y) o. ~ Y (~ ~,,;.ii: c~ly fioite!y many free 
. L i variables there is some ;~/. > w $1 c..l. th.~t 
Theorem 2.9 (Model Existence theorem). I f  ~ is a corzsistency property, then any 
so~ S.has a probabili~." ~iodel." 
The c~mpletcness theorem (even for fragments) follows:fr0m ttds theDrem 
because the set of all i:ountable, cons{stout sets of formulas of Y(C)  is a 
consisiet;cv property, as the reader may verify. 
Proo[ of 'i.'heoreet 2.9, This consists of two lealmas, the first of which corresponds 
to the l.,,,~, ~nodel construction theorem of Makkai, as found in Keisler [711. 
Lemm,, 2.10. 1 I" S i.~ a corlsisterlcy property and Son S, then there is a {veak model 
for'the smallest coutliable fragmc.nt coi;lainin'g So. 
Proof. We define a complete sequence (s,,:, <oJ} of elements of S as follows: 
l_¢t~(~,: n< ¢o) be an enunaeration of the sentences o[  Y(C) .  so is given. Given 
'.~.' choose s,:t  to satisiy the following conditions: 
(1)  s ,  c__s,+, .  . . - " . .  : . . -  
• (2)I f  s ,U{~. ,}~S, : then '9 , ;es , , '~f i  ~. .'" ' "  " 
(3) H x, U{¢,}¢ S, ¢ ,= V ¢, then forlsonie 0 E ff~, 0 Esi,~.l. " ' 
• (4) If s U {¢,} ~ S, and ¢ ,  = (I'.X > 0)t[~(x), then f0r'some ee  C, il!(c) ~ s.-~a.. 
• (5) LToutiimity '.rule '(frttgmeilts . .other. than ..L.~r,, - ~ ~ so, . on!y): Let 
#l  " ' . . . . .  . :((t_ ,(x, y), r,) : n~ ¢o} be art enttmer,,ition f; the pairs of formula~ of. y(C)which 
l~ave on!y fin.ite!y ma:ny free:variab2: ", arid reai numbers in F(Y)N[0,~i]. listed so 
. . - - • , . -  - I  " : i I  • 
that each pMr occurs iiifiniiely often. The.n for some m," '; ' : i i ii.' 
I I  • I i I • [ : 
, , ,  • ' : . , . . .  . . . . . .  . .. .:. :..'...'..." i . . . . . . . - i ' . . . . . . . . : ' . . . . :  
: I i i  I • . . . . .  i i I  I I  I I  i "  • : - , i  I i I  • • . . . . . . .  . • 
NoW :let :s,~ --= O ~, ~,,. Let .T bei the sct"~.~[ closed t erm:~ 0t 'Y(C)."F0r-ii, i'2 e:T, let 
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h~t :  iff t~.--t2~s.,,r ~et~ ~ is an equiv,4.1e.t~ee r lation',. Let .[:] denole: the 
equivalence cl~'~ of-the term :. Let ~[ be. the: nw'delwithuniv~'rse Tt. "~, and 
relations R([t~'l . . . . .  [~,;]) holding iff R(t~; . . . .  i~ e*s,~i Define ,,,-oil the subsets of 
A" detinable by form~as in Y wili~ parar~eters from A by' 
~.~{x: ,~(~, t)} = sup {r: (Px ~ r)~ (~', t)~ s,,~}. - 
It is elementary, to show tha: eve~,thing is Well,defined. The .' " .v axibms about 
probability guarantee that the ~t~ are finitely additlx:e probabiliisl !neasures.l! is 
routi.'ae to check tlmt (~1~, i.t)l= s;(h . . . . .  t,1) whenever ¢(tt ,  . . . .  t,,)~-L.. ~:) I~;it~ is 
a weak model for Y atld is a mode! of so. " 
The next lemma shows how to elm:age a weak model into a"'strong" probability, 
model. It will be referred to later in the paper as the main lemma of the 
completeness theorem. 
In the foUowing. V= I.'(A)= I.J~ V,(','~= A, I,'~+~= F(V,)) is the superstruc- 
ture over .4, *: V-~ *V_c V(*A) is a boutaded elementary embedding (see [4] or 
[121D of V it, to an tot-saturat,:d e l l  Given an internal fizaitely additi'/,e probability 
space (.f/,~) in an co~-saturated *V. the Loeb process consists of taking the 
standard part of # and extending to a countably additivc~ measure by the 
Caratheodory ~xtea~i,~a ".hc:~r.'~i (~ . 1~9]~. 
The resulting measure in usually written L(~t). We will u~e Ihe notation ft 
for L(*tt). 
Lemma 2.11 (Main lem.,,.~a), Let (~.I. ;t) be a wc;~k .-:;od,,l [or ~ fragnlcnt ~t" ,,.rid let 
V= V(A, R). Then tl.e model (*~, ~t) ol,;ai~zcd by aFplyingthe Loeb process to 
(*°,I, ~tt) is a probability moth:l, and for each ~(x)~:: ~; a~ A, 
(~l.~)~,~(a) iff (*~,', f,.)~:q.-(a). 
Froof. Each ((*A) '~, ~,,) is a probability, space by ".ocb's theorem [9]. (*'.'217. li) 
satisfies the Fubini property because (°.1, ix) satisfies the Fttblni-property axioms 
(from which it .~ollows that *~ ~ ( ,[, :It) satisfies lhem in the nonstandard sense). The 
other probability model requirements are easy. To.prove the:last clause"of the 
theorem, we prove by induction on foraiulas that for ~0', z )e~a~A,  " , 
t~,.({c ~ *A :(* ~t.~)r: ,~,(e, a)},t {c ~ * A: *(~: ~t) I:*¢(c, a)})'= 0... . . , .  
First a word on what *¢(ela) n~cans.' We co~.asider .~formula q~ .o.f l~(.'l);tobe 
represented by a set in V. "l'bis cannot be'~io~'~c in the fashlou o[Keisl~r [7],but it 
can bc done ~o that forniulas all'lie in V~., at:d there arc relation~ for ¢ = A~ 
~,,, q~ --- "-1 t/, etc., and a relation bet~veen rfi(~tels and re~,~sciitations of formulas 
wh!ch-represents satisfaction. Then" *~r~ i sa -set  in ~," t~nd ~(,°I, ti/~*~,_" is'an" 
internal relation.' - -. ! . .- 
. 1 "  . . 
Remarl¢: from now o n we will'.sul.,piess palameiers"from A. "i. : : '-'-" : : " : 
• • " " " "  . . . H .  " " ' i .  " " " 
Prci, c, bi~ity logic 
' ' l ' h i~ i 'nont r iv ia l  s tep~ iu our  . inductio~ are: 
l C i )  "~ ~') -,~ A n "l~',n (,,~), l ' ' I l l  . : 
(2 )  cb , )=(Px~ r)g,(~,, ~). " = 
- . ° - .  
These are nomriviat because 
• ' . . . . . . .  ' . "  
: "A~:i,, = A 0,,,- * A 0,, 
. ~ , ~ N  . r l ~  .. 
and 
• . . .  -~-  
*((Px~r)~'J(x))~->*~,,{.v:¢4,Cx)}~ r in *R ,  
bu  t 
We ca~ do these steps because the continuity axioms ensure that 
~{c~A:*('~I'lQ'h*( A,,, ¢"(c)l'-%A*~"(c)l- 0 .. , 
and 
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(,)  g. {c e*A  :*C'.~l, it)~*C(Px ~> rN,(x, c))~(Px ~ r)* ~,(.~, e)}= 0. 
(This is just the l imit ing case of the co~ltinuhy ,axioms (rules).) (1) is easy, and is 
le[t go tile reader. We prove (2): 
(* *) ~,,{c :*t~t, :L)~*~Ce),~,p(c~} 
~,, {c: * 0.~1, I1) ~ = *((Px ;-. r) 0(x, c))A (Px ~ r)* ~,(x; c)} 
+ ~, ({¢ :*(~h ~).h CP;~ ~ r)*¢Cx, c)} 
a {c: (*~1, g) ~ (l'x >~ r) O(x, -"9. 
" l 'he firs! ierm is 0 by ( * ) ,  As  for the second term: 
by t.-,, ir:ductioa hypothes is .  .. 
• So for al l  but a set of ¢'s of ~ , -measure  0, . - 
- • " . . - . . . 
• . fi,,,({d:,(,~i;rt)p:,~,(d,¢)}/A{d:(*~l, ft)~kCd, c)})=O. . 
• . " . 
So I'or aU but a set of Os of measure 0 .  ... . . . .. -. . : ,  . .:~: . .;...- 
a. : . . . .  
~(  . . ' "  . : i  " !  . . . . .  ' : - -  : . : . .  " 
• ,. ,~,{,~ :*O:'t, c )}~r  
" " :  " ' ' " :  . . . .  ' "  " ' " . : ; : i i  ' " 
' "  ' " ' : ' ' '  ' " i " "~ '  ' " " "  " '  • -" i . :  . - " "  *o ~, : ,{a . ( .~ ,~)~(d ,c )}~r .  . . . . . . .  . .  
• . . .  " 
Hencd the"s~cona, term: i n  tt-i-,; inlequ~_iion (;,  ,), is:.O .a !sO. .  .. . . . - 
. . . .This conclude.~:  the proof  0f the lCmma and the ' theorem.  : ..~ :-- - - - : . . - : - . .  
29.'1 ". D.N.-/'/oo:'er. 
- . ' .  . . 
3. Some corollaries of lhe  comple lene~.~ Iheorem;  lhe '~o lu t jon  .o f .a  ¢on ,p lex l l  ), 
p rob lem . . . .  - . . . . .  ' . ' - .  , (. "' ' :.. '.'. .:-'. " 
% . .?  : 
• : • - :  • • •, 
We first answer a question raised inSection. 1. ~hat is, !f it makes any ditlerence 
to the logic whe~.her we allow e.re.babiliu: models .with the--".i.e. Fubini property. 
We prove a proposition which says no. First we need d eoro!lary el the r,w,a6td:,e 
formula theorem of Keisler [S ] .  ' 
Corollary 3.1. Let L be a cotmrabh: language For ct,cry semc,~ce. ~ of L,.,e there is 
,z sentence ~ of L,o,t, such that ~, is a propositio,al eo,nbi,:atio:z of fonmdas of Liw, r 
(i.e. fit,ire form trios wi:h rational q',;ntifiers) and . 
whenever (~l. p.) is a p:obabiliry model w,th the a.e. Fubini property. 
Definition 3.2, if (~l. it), ('l~,r') are probabili b" models with the a.e. Fubini 
property, we say (~. It) =v  (%t..t,) if for an)' se:ltence ,~ in the fragment Y, 
("2[.p,)l=~ iff ($~,a, )~¢.  
Corollary 3.3. I[ (~1, p), (~3, v) are probablli O, medels in a co:ratable la~zguagc 
v:hich hat, c the a.e~ F,  bir:i pr,¥'erly, then 
(~[, it) -t_, , .  (~,  v). 
Proposition 3.4. l.f ('."f, It) is a probability model ~,ith t.@ a.c. l:ubirff p:op,'rty, thou 
tlrer,~ is a probability model (~. p) (u,itlf the full Fz~bini propcrn.,) ,'~H~ that 
(~?1, i,.)'-'- t.,,,.(%L ,'). 
Proof .  First assume that 1.~. the. lar, gu.n~t.'.oli ~[, is cotlntab!e. Let S be Ille set or all 
! countable sets s= ~(¢) of sel:tcnc.cs .o£ ,-,(C)m,:p soch that ouly finitely mJmy 
const,ants from (: (iudicatcd by c) occur i~t s aml- " - -.-"~" ' . " 
( " . i ,~)~(ex>.O)As(x ) .  : . ,  . , . .  , . .  
Then S is  a consistency property. Let . . . . ;  ' : 
• " " ' f : i . ( .  : :. : " "~:Z ,  " ~ so = {~P.~ L,F.p :(~!, It) 6.q'}..' . " .- . : : . ' .".  " ' 
. . .  . . - . .  - . . ' . . . :  " .  . ' 
Then so~S, so s,: has a mode l (~t  v.'i(v~,ith tlte'ful!.Fubini prop~ri~,,).: . , -  
. ' ..- . ' . .  " . ;  ... ."  . .  ,. " . . . . . . ,  : ". - . .  - . .  ", 
S0 .. 
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. '  . ~ ,  : : ' .  . , '  ' .  ' .  . .  . ~ -  
' -Then,  . . . . . .  ' 
. . ..: .-.........-., . .. : -:~ -::.~:........ ::. . 
. . (~ . )= i , , .~ .  .- . "'" 
- -~ . r  (~ ,~) ,  " . ." 
; : -  . .  . . . . 
: . .  ' . 
. . .  . . . . . . .  
( tL la ) i~ .~(~,v )  . . . .  .. . ! . -  
. : "  
. .  . . .  . .  . - . . 
Now c~.~nsider the case when L is un'"cuntab'le. Form V =V(A,  R) as in ~e main 
len'una. Embed V in a bounded e:lememary extension *V which is su~ciently 
saturated that there is a *-coup.table/[ with. L ~/ :  _~ *I.. Apply the argument foi" 
countable L to *.(,~[~ I.t)lr_ iia *V to ,.,.et (~ ,v )  .with 
: ' . .  . ' '  . . '  
. 1 .  . . . . .  - - . .  
• - ,.-'. 
' '  . i ' "  
* ~' t: ~*(~I ,  .u ) l c  -=: ~1, ( ' -  ~ ,  ~')). " ' " 
Apply the Loeb process to (~, v),,<,,.and res/rict.to L. By arguing asin the main 
lemma of the completeness theorem, one shows that . - 
(~,[, i x )  - -  ~, ,  (~ I L ,  t . . (v , ) ) , , . : , .  . .  ' . . .  . .  
We now proceed to some corollaries of  the completeness theorem which 
concern the logics Lap; .d a countable admissible set. 
We assume for the.ren:tainder o f  thls section that L is countable. 
C, oro!!ary 3.5 (Baiwise completeness). Let to t_l L e M, .~I a countable admissible 
set. Then the set of ralid sentences of. L[,~p is.51" oli .d. 
Corolla D' a.6 fBarwise compact t!ess).I[.:T is a set of  s.entences of Lat, which is Xj 
on "M, .w U L ~ ~1 countable admis~'ible, andetie'o; To ~_ T such that T'o ~ al has a 
model, then T has:a model: . .  
The proofs of these are mutatL: mutandis the same as the proofs for Lx in 
. - . :  . 
Barwise [2] or Keisler [7"1. 
.Th'.e Barwise con~pleteness ti~co'rem.for Lag; ¢o0 L a~ eout~lable, w~ origi- " 
naliy proved in' KeSsler [8] underthc name" abstract completeness theorem. It has 
lhe corollary:" -. .. .... 
. . . '  ~ ' . " . . . .  : . 
Coroliary 3.7 (Keisler),. The set of tJ~eorems of. L~p is. at worst I"II... " 
.We shall 'pr0vethatin fact:: ." " -" . -  - ~- " '  " ;" ."  ' . . . " - . .  
. . .  . . . . ' . . .  . ; . . . -  . . 
Theorem. :3.8." The class"of theorc,,iS O.l" L~.:e .is icmi[p!(:te ~1]": v .. " ..: . . . .  
",. : . . .  : .  - .  • . . . . -  . ' - . :  ' - . . . . . . . . . . . . : ' . .  '. , -  " . .  .- . ' . . - .  - . . . . . . .  . . , . . . .  . . . . . .  . : : - . - . ; ) . - -  - , .  . . . : . . . .  : .. . . .  . . . . .  
PrOOf. We-~xhibit a finite'interpretation o[. the "nai t~rai ntin~'bers in Ltd:,v; Fjr~..t ~a, e
define a na:ural way of transformi.ug a formula of.-L~: in/o.a:f0rnulla'..0f Lm¢.,~,.: 
• . . . . . . , .  . .  
, . • ; . '~  . . .  ~ . - • . . . .  ~ - .  . . . . - " .  ~ . . . . .  - . "-  . - . -  . . . .  - . . . . . .  . . . .  - : - . .  . 
3~0 D.~ .~,~c  - '  
Definitior 3.0. For ~p a fonuul,1 of ir..,o~, * is a ferl:~uL~ o f  I:H:~r~ defim;~. 
inductivdy as ~o!lows: . . . . .  " 
- . .  ~ ' . .  .~ . .  . . . .  
. .  . . - - -  . : -  . 
~:*=~- i f~ isatom{c.  ' ' "  -. : 
- . . ' .  . 
(~  ~)-"  = .--t (~)  ~. . : ,  
. - ' - , i 
((3x) .~)" = (P.~ > 03(~'). ' .: 
Let (-,I," Ix) be a probability model stich that 
(?l, p) ~ (P.~ ~- 1)(/-~.. > O)x = y, (l'x"~ l)(/~' > O)/x ---: y, 
and (/'~.'>O)y--- ¢, f a functim: symbol of L, 
c a constant symbol of . L  
Let pos (l~ be the st~bmodel of ~! with universe 
~,-, z. A :l-~ : (a )> 0}. 
"l~,en it is c lear t.bat 
pos  ('21) ~ ¢ i.q (~i. Ix),~,~'L 
for any ,¢~ t ,~ 
Wc consider a theory T in the languaee with constant symbol . 0, relation 
symbols N(x), x ~ y, Rtx .  y), and ftmclim~ symbols Sx. X + Y, x" y. 
We remark that these function symbols may be rcplaccd by i'elaliou syntbols 
since for any x, y that matter, S-~ x-l-y and x .y  will be point masses. 
If ~ is a formula ot first order logic, and N is a unary predicate symbol, then 
otx , ,  the re lat iv izat ion of  .:p to  N is def ined as fo l lows:  
¢(~)= ¢ ~f ~ is atomic. ' ' 
(-1 ~)~.'~ = ~(~) ) .  .. 
(~  , \  vh) rn') = ~ 'Y )  A ~(n '~.  .. . . . . .  . . " '.. 
• . . . . .  
( r - l x¢(x ) )c '~=Bx(N(x)^¢(x) t~) ) .  : .. .: 
• . . .  . 
T has the following axioms: . . . .  
(t:,- =:.')N(.,a, (a~ .-., i~  -~: o, (t:~/-.-; ~)(~',,ro !)(.~ ~ i ' - ,  N!.,,) k'JV(y)).: 
• . . . . . . . . '  , ,  
((~"~)* (Or e,ach of.thelfollowit|gset~te:~icc.s ,.z:. : .' .-- ':" " 
" : .  ' "  . . [  , "  . . . .  ; . - 
. . .  . . 
: , . i~. is a discrete iinear oidcr i f i~ ~-it h' h f i f i a le lement  0and. .  " : 
: : " . . . .  " .~  . . . . . ' .  ~' .:'success0r:functionS".... . : " " '" " " " : '  -."-..:: ' ) i .  :":- 
. . .  -:.:: ! The  usual  it~du,:live def in i t ions'o ' f  g- and: : .  :'.. - " :.'.:" 
• : . :~. I ' .  - - , ,  - - -  " . . "  . . .  . . . . . . . :  - - , . .  ":: ' .  
: .. e,oo::~,iz:,~, to~ic : " .: . 301 
• " . .  • • 
• . . . - .  . . . 
Fimlil),. Thas  the foilewing lwo:crt!ciai a.xioms:..; . . .' " ' 
; : "  . . . .  
• . .  . .  . . .  . 
• . . . • .  . .  
(A~-...i...(.~,.~.~:t)tN(x~.~(py-½i(R(?,,yi~,.~=.i¥1)3:i.-...'.-.-.-.:-:.: .. .  
• . - '  . . . -  - :  
0~) .  : .  (ex  = i ) [X(x )~"(~, ,=~)( .~, ( , - - , ,  y lv :¥<y)~. ' :  . - . :  - ..-.. -..- . . . .  - 
• . . " . . .  - . . . ;  ; . . j .  ' . .  : . . - . . .  . . . .  :..~ :,, - 
is consisteht, s ince i t  has the:following mo,~el-(,l; 1,0: " :' ; 
A = NUN wl{ere H={~ ~,tel~j is a d2sjo~nt :cOp), Of-N; S, ~,,. , ' " ;  0 diredeftned 
as usual oil N.' N(n) holds iff ,'faN. -' . . . . .  . . ... .. 
R(:~, if0 holdsiff ~. eN.. r7~ EH .and n~ m.: ' 
• . . .  . . 
1 
• . . . . 
Let (~l, It) I~e any model of T, The axioms (A) and (B.! ireply tl~at for almost all 
c~ N, ' ' 
,~Lt(c)=~.~{x~N:x>c}.  " 
It follows by induction on n that ' .. 
(~I. ~t} ~ Py = (y = S"0).. (5" indicates n applications of-S) . . . . .  
I! ¢ollows in tttrn that pos'((N, +, .; S, 0, ~)) is !som0rpliie to .(N, +,i~i $,0, ~).  
Relati~izing to N tee remarks about.pos (~I),. we find that for any seatence ~0 in 
the language of  the t~atural ~iumbers,"- .. .. 
{N, +, ". S, 0, ~)~',~ ' itI .'.(~1: I.,,)'-'(t,,,v")*. " . .  . . 
Furthermore, if Q is I a .~:ew .unary .predicate symbol, it is clear that 
~N,+,.;~s,o, ~)~(vo)~(O, i i ) : .  i " . ; . . . - . "  " " " ' " 
iif ((¢(Q), n)(~")) *. is true in all expansions of models: o[ T to LU{O} itt 
• . . . .  
bAT- ' ( (qg(o ,S ' " (O) )}+N' )*~ : . . '- " ' . . .  • . 
• , .  ~ . . ,  . . - : -~  . ,. ." . : .  . :  . .  . . . .  . 
So it follows that e~,erv.//}"predicaie on N is reducit~le to.the class of theor,~mi~, _~ 
L~r. So:ihe class of the0rems~o~ Ln~,  is lcomplete//~. "." '"'" :" : :" . . . . . .  .' 
• .It fbllb';~s from. tile completeness theorem and ?some, basic .theory of i3.~ducti~;'~ 
operator,~ (se¢i [t31 for this a,-A :the-Other m~d.xpl.aiaed matter  oni-recut.~ion- 
i.lteorc(ie ~hierarchies) th,qt die.ciass :0~ tlie0rems: Of: L~,. is ~ (' HI:" i:lass. Of-real 
numbers,' We. ca~~-extend tl~e, goreg0ing i'estilt, to obiain: the tollo~ving: " .  : . : 
Theorem 3.i0'..'/~hg da-s  of theore!~!s;of L,,~.is h~:o,,~piete::lll class of  re~tlnumbers. 
. . . .  : " :. ' ' ' " :  " i -i ..i : .~ :5 ,  i ' . :  ~. : i  : .  :..: '.": 5.:. . . : ,  " 
: l'roo'i:.' Let :L' be' the:. language- or number-iheory,.-and: Jet:.a; (~-be. iieW' u,;ary 
• predic~tS: i;mbois; Let:( . , -) :  N× N ~ N be a'deflnable/paking~fi~nction, ca l ia  'set; .. . . - . .  -. .;. , , ; .  .- . - . . :  . . . . , . . -  .L~: ' . .  : . .  . . :  .- ..-: 
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S_~N the.coding of a celation R~N×N iff . . . . . -  
S={0~,m) : ( r  m)ER}. '.. 
I 
Let .~(ff~, O) be tke sentence of L U {',~., Q) wl::ch says ' ~ is' the," c0ding of a .l, inear 
order of N and O is not an infinke descending sequen:e in ,,h e'ordering codedby 
~" .  Now let rat0 .  1] be a real x~ember'witich is not a dyadic ra~.ional. "I'hen'if T is 
the theory, of the previous theor,~m, the sentence AT ,x (Px= !r)i~(x'JA(P.x~---D 
(02(x~l--~N(.x'~ imi'lieitly defines :1 unique .qd~set  ,~, ot N .su,.:h that 
~1 tzS, iff the nth digit in the bina:y exp~',.~slon f r is I. "FI',en 
~AT-" (/'x = ~r)V(x~ h (PX = l:)(,q?, (x) --* N(x)~ --* (¢(~2, O)*) '~ 
i~ 5, codes a well-ordering of the natural ~:umbers. "~'hc set {r E [0, 1]: $,  coe.',:s a 
well-ordering of N} is a complete I I ]  subset of [0. l i  so the class of theorems o1~ 
L,,r, is a complete /'/~ set of reals. 
,i. Resu l ts  oa  oti~er logics associated ~ i th  probabi l i ty  mode ls  
In this section "co. ~derive some fact.~ about the logics J L ,  S L - ,  L (~,~,~ .L(.l")=,,e 
discussed ;:i Keisler',, paper [8]. First we ro, icwthe pertinen: notions. 
Dt~finition 4.1. A many-valued model is defined in the same way as an ordinary. 
model, except that each i:-aD' relation F(x~ . . . . .  .~;,.~ is a mapping At"--~[0, !]. 
W,: will cousidcr :m ordinary model to be the special case of this with F: A" ---, 
{0,1}, and we will call them two-vah~ed models when il is necessary to distinguish. 
A nw;:y-valucd p,'obability model (m.v.p. model) is a structure (~[.. Ix) satisfying 
the same conditions as a (two-valued) probability model except that Pt is a 
many-valued model, and any atomic formula F( t (x ) )  is a measureable mapping 
(A", dora (/z,))---~ ([0, I], ~_) (~3 : Borel sets) for suitable n. 
When necessary we use F ~. I °' ;o denolc the interpretation o[  a relation F or a 
term r ,hi (~I, p.). 
DefinR;on 4.2, A .~.uitable logie for many-valued p¢obability models is f L - ,  which 
has 
(1) the equ,ality symbol eq (x. y). 
(2) an n-ary connective (7 for ~=vcry ceul/:mous map C :W' -7  R. 
(3) a qua)t!ifier J ' . . . d x . .  . "'-. . " .  
For ('3, g.) anr.v.p, model, the value ./,e:,.=~ c-f a fdrmif laT on (~1~, itt}, is defined 
inductively so that . . : 
" " '. (1  "if a=b.c~ba.A  " . .  " " " . 
eq(a;b)°a'. ~ = ~ . " . . .  " ' " " " 
, . I,.0 .. otherwise. - !" i " - : '  "i.. -". " 
. FO(a) )~. ,~= F .~( t~Va) ]  . ' -  . : . . . . . . . . :  ..- 
.P,'o~abili;y logic 
• • i I I - i I  t I i  
a =-A, .F.ia relation' symbol, t(x-) a. sequedce- Of terms. " 
i I - '  . . . .  • • • 
i ~ i I " i  , i i i  I i ,  
"" C(T I ,  . . . . ,  ~ ~)t~,.,,)= c,~-.7:~.~ -~,~:i,.~ I ,. 
• .  , ~ . Z  L ~, -  I~ 
• • • i i  
C a contitiudus function. T~; . . ,  T, semences. 
• T(X) a fonmda witl~ free .vari:'ble x. -' 
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Remark 4,3. W." are denoti~lg many-valued relations and formulas by F and T, 
respectively, to distinguish them from two-valuedrelatlons and [orrnuI~.s. Kei.~ler 
eall-~ the formei" functions iand terms. We avoi~ this terminology to prevent 
eonl'usion with fm',elio~s and terms of the ordinary sort. 
Definitiou 4.4..1" L is the logic which has everyt~.ing that ]" .L-has,  plus the 
quantifier sup,. If a m.v.p, model (~, ~) has the fmq;her proper.ty that wF, enever 
T(x,y) is a fonuula of J" L, sup{T(a, y)e"'"~:.a E A} is a measureable mapping 
A ~" ---~ [0, 1"1, then we can define values for the formulas of .{ L on (~l, t0 so that 
sup, T(x). means what it says. We call such a model a many-valued probability 
model witli sups. 
l}eliuition 4.5. We say that two m.v.p, models (~[,p.)ar,.d ('~, v) are I L--  
equivalent. 
(',% jr) =...L-- (.~,'-'), 
ill~ T ¢~'~')-- "P~z'"' for every sentence T of ..~L" (define %t. similar!y for m.v.p. 
models with sups). 
We can make m.v.p, models into two valued probability models by expanding 
the" language L iu either o[ two ways. 
DeSnilion 4.6. Le~ L(J'-) (L(J)) be the language with the function and constant 
symbols of /., whose relation symhols m'e all the symbols of the form iT(x)> r] 
where r~R and T(x~ is a formula of j L-  (I L). Make C,~t, ~) into a two-valued 
probid~illiy model for L(J") b3; defining 
[T(x).>r](a) i!! T(a'~e'~'"~>r, a~A.  
I • • I • • • I I I I "  . . •  • I I • • • • , i i  
l,n,"¢e can simila~l,;" make .m.;,(p. models:wiih, sups into, models..for.'L(jr)), 
• The.other?way isto.let L ÷ be. the !.,'mg.uage .wit]~ fugc.ticn and constant symbols 
of L,' relation syl.nbols iF(x)> r],F'arelation symbol of.L:(otlier tt{,qn eq), r¢tt ,  
!nterpreted as~for L(I-): ." .- ... .. 
. , .  I i  ' • • • I .  • 
: These transfermationsof.... . (~2i,l.t) ~ire na~ar~l ehgug!~ that we will -.not bbth~r 
dlstliagtiisi,.hai~ .between a .m.v.l~i model .ari.d either- 0f-lts~.transforrfis which are 
i~,.;b-Valued prol!abilffy mo.d~ls for E.(J:) (L(r)).0;, L +. ' .  " 
• . . • . - . . 
. . . .  : ,  i I I  
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" :  i : "  " ' "  
. -  . - - -  - . -  . .  - . . . ' .  
For m.v.p, models, S L -  is morenatural f ~an e:ithe/L(.[iT ] or:L' .(e ,' i .~- hss" a 
compactness, theorem), but the:t'wo-~g,.lued iat:~ua~es are in some ways easier tb  
hafidle.tn parfieular, W e,'are ablewithout much difficultyio proye a completeness. 
theorem for: LO'-) (L(.[)), .hut .it is-not very clear what the-axioms or •rules of 
- . . .  - .  
inferehce ¢or J L-  would be. . .. . .. 
it is useful to clarify the relative power of f L", Lij-), and L* (i.e. find which 
implications hold between ~ L', r-~ttr~.,,, ot:d -:~....,3 iu oider m apply theorems 
about S L- to L~,,r, In [S]. KeL~ler showed, using a quantifier.elirninat[o,! theorem. 
that if two m.v.p, models are j" L7 U'L) cquival6nL then they are :L.(.[- L,.,, (L~,,,,-,) 
equivalent. In this section we show that if tWO m.v.p, models.are L,.S,Fequiv~]et~t 
then they are L(j"-)~,-equivalcaL aucl hence" .[ .L" equivalenl. If ll'e ]i~odels are 
two-valued, then the same is true with L replacit;g L". The ideas oF this reduetiou 
lead to completeness theorems h}r L(.[-3,,,'~. and L(J'L,,v. 
Propo:;ition 4.7. For etch" [ommta ,,~(.x-) o[ L(J-)..~r there is a [on,;ula @*0:) of 
L~,p such that wheneoer (~[, it) /s ~ m.l~.p. "model for L, 
(~?[,}t)~,~(a)o,(a) )"o, every acA .  
If (~l, u.) is two-txzhted, we tiT.t, find ~* in L,,,I,. 
ProoL It will suffice to show that for e~ch formul:l T(x) ,-f ~ i .  m~d r~R. w,,: can 
find a forrllt|la ¢-:.rbr'l Of 1.,~, O. (Lt. ,p') sixth iha| (or 12~,'er,v. in v. O. model (~.~. }t) 
T(a) t~l ' " )>7 iff ( ' .~ | . l t )~: , (a )  forever)" a~ 4. 
We coustruct '~r., by i~zduction on formulas T of .f L-. 
Case i. T(x)= F(ttx)) is atomic. If F(r(x))=eq(tt(x), t2(JO) or o.,~ is two-vah:~'d, 
then 
" .~T . r  i S  t ,  ~" f s or F(q.~) if O~- ' r<l .  
x ,~x if r~ l ,  
x=x if : '<0.  
Define . 
Otherwise 
~'r., is IF> d(t(~')). 
Case 2. "l'(x)~ C(S~(x),. . ' . ,  S,,{.Q),., CtS). C a contimlous function. "l~iten 
• . .  . , , 
C"t(r, x) is open. so it is a countab;~ union of op6n )ceiaklglcs Rh-i ~ i ~<n. Let 
R~=(r , , , r : , )x . .  x (d , ,  , , , ) .  : ; , , : 
• . . . .  
. .  . . . - '~ '  . . . . . .  : . . 
• . , .  . .. : .~  - . . .  " " . . " . .  . ] " - . . . - ' . . . .  . " . 
A V : . . . . .  
l~i'~, . . . .  .. ~';,'., . . . . .  " . . . .  ."i... . .".: ' -:  . "  ' "  
. " . -  . ' .  ~ . . . , I~Q . . "  " .  : ' : . ' " " - . . .  . . .  . - .  . . . . .  , . , -' . ,  , .  
• :. " ' "  . . . - ] :gobab i l i~y  log~,¢  . " . . "  " ' .  . " . 
i i i  . i  • I I • ~ i I 
i" : i i i~  • - • • • : i  • i i I • i i i i  • • • : i . i i  : 
(so ,L,..~,(,) bolas i~(s , (a l  ' " " " " " " " " "  " • .. : : L : :S . (a ) ;eZ) .  ~n~en ' ".]-: -. . :.:. "
• • • • • i i  : 
: i i i  ~ i i  I 
. ~. , ,  =~'  ~,~.~, .  " .  . . . . :  ' . . .  
. . - . . . ' .  - . .  
, [ n . - . . ,  . . I " .  i. - ' . 
, is.the de.'=drcd form,da~ " ".., ' :  
• C?i',se 3. T =:  J" S(y) d):. Then . .' ' 
B05 
' ' . ' . .  
So 
' r .L>. J ' , v~ V A (/Lv ~- r.,)[S(y) > %]. 
t~, ,~,  t . . . . . .  "-.q,, C{.) 
r , c [O. l l  
cr . ,  = V A (~  ~ ~)~,~s.~,(y) 
n '~ l ,a J '~n  
rl.rJ~ . . . . .  r . ,~ .~Q 
r , , : [O. l l  
i.¢. the desired formula. 
Corollary 4.8, Let ( ~ t , ~ [ t ) ,  ( ~ t ,  | , )  be m.o.p, models. :lTzen 
(~l, I t) ~IL"  (~'~. V) iff (~f, It) ~L0"3~,. (~, V) 
(',"l, I~! ~,...(~. ~) (0 (~1, . )  ~,:~ (%kv). 
If (~I, I.t) c;vd (~.l,~ are Jwo-l,a!ucd we may substitute L for L + throughout. " "  
.1.9. Consider now the following axioms and rules: . 
(I) Axioms and rules of L,,,v. 
(2) IT> r].-* I T> s] T a formula oi J L -qL) ,  r > s e R (order axiom). 
(3) [T> r]---, V ,  IT> r+ l/n] (Arehi:nedean axiom).. 
(4) [i"w-0], [T> 1] "/" an atomic formula of ;L-.(j"L). ( [T~0]  is defined to 
mean A.  T>- -  l iM. (uniform bound axiom) '--  ' ' 
(5 )  .- 
i I ~ 
[cc r ,  . . . . .  Z : )>r ] , -~  V " A [~}c(aj ,  b,)] - 
(a  hbOx - • -X (a . ,b , , )~ ,  C -  a(r,*~) l ,~ j ,~ .  
: ' - . .  " " " ,~kb, cQ " 
. . . . .  " " - -  - : . " - ' .  ? - - .  " ' "  . , . . -  ~. . ' . . ' ' . ' : "  - .  , -  . . 
C a cor.tinous fvn.taion ' ([l'e(a~ b)] is iJefined to'mean ~vfiat h says) (c0nneclive 
• . . .  . . . . . - .  axiom).. .: :: .. .:... . . .  
(~) :iiii:::i,'~'i/i:i : :~:  : : i~ i  i i :i: ,:::i: 
• :" " - I f  ft.,)a~>.,l:,~,..-v,".:. ' j,A2,,~ r,::~tr(~:~,;,r - :: ::'~: . . -  
• L J .  " -"  " - ' .  ' " - . . I . " . '  :" n.¢ . .~  " t - t  "n  . ' " " : . . :  .." . . .  ' . ' -"  . . .  ' . " C . .  " '  
• ' . . . .  " .  ' . '  . . - t : , ,q , , . . - , , ,¢~¢ 'O " " .  " '  " " "  - : -  • " : -  ' -' ' ~ - " " '  " 
• i i i I i i  I i  iii i .  
• . ' v . ' . . ' . :  . . " r j c , [O . . t ]  . : ' -  -.. . . [ - . ' . : -~  . : , ' - ' . . -  .'. - :~ ' .  . .' : : , ' . .  . 
. . :  ' ": " " ' . ' - - .  - -" . "~r~>r- . . .  " . . -  " " ' . . ' , ' : '  . . . .  " ' " "~" . " i . . ; . ' " ' " . . i  " : " -  ".:" " ~ " - ' :  "; ~ ' -  " "  . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  ; : .  . . . .  : ,< , . . . . ,~ . . . . ; : : . . . :  : . - .  
( i tuegraLaxioml.  . . '  ..... " '  :: :. ': '.' ' :: i":? .~;" ..::." -...:.':;:-:.. ".. ". 
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. .  . . . . 
- 1 ~ !  • " (7i [eq ('t, u)> 0] ~ t = u t, u terms (equaqq 9xlotn), . . . -  .: -.-... 
(8) [T (y)> r]--*..[sup~'/7(~y)>'r] (supremum axiom),• " " " -. . 
. .  . . . ' . . " -  . . " 
Theorem.4.10-(Completeness.theoremL-(a) !f ~ is a sentence of L0".:)I.,j, .then ~. 
has a many-valuedprobabi l i ty.model iJ] ~ i r consistent with ( i ) ; . . . ' ,  (7). " 
(b) I f  ~. is a sentence Off L(J),..r, then ~ l'as .a m.t,,-p, hie?dot witli sups i.tf ~p. is 
consistent widz l, i ) , . .  ;, (S). 
• . . i  
ProoL (a) is a routine extension of the com~:letcness thedrem for ,I.,,,,. 
(b) This is a moditiealion of (a). In defit~ing eonsistl ncy i,rop~:rtlcs, add the 
rule: If sup.~ T(x) is a sentence appeming in s~ S, then .or some c6  C. 
This ensures th,at each sup in tlae fragment is not only a st.p but a max -n the weak 
model• Form a weak model (~I, it), letting F(a) = sup {r : iF (x)> r] ~ ,%}. Apply the 
main lemma, obtaining as the final model what Ke, ler would call st (*21,*it) = 
(21. ix). i.e. ~or a ¢ *A,  
F(,) = st ( F(a)":'). 
Sup, T(x. y~ is measureable for T in the countable fragment of the consistency 
property. We can assume that the fomm~zs T ia  the fragment are dense (e.g. 
contain all T formed using ration:fi polyvoufi'd connectives) and get the rest l;v 
uniformly approximatltlg. For since 
T, (x, y) ~0'¢:. T(x. y) 
implies that 
sup T.(x, y) ~,,;t; sup T(x  y), 
I t  ]E 
the dominated convergence theorem say., (since .'l],(x,y) may be taken to be 
uniformly bounde~) that sup.~T(x, ~,) is measureable .(for any formula T of SL). 
We remark that in [2l, It) every sup is really a max, thougi: this is i~ot the case. in' 
*('2l, It). . .: . .' -. 
We clo,~e tile secfiou wi:h u remark e~l tlw ~afisfd, ctoi"ifieL~of tl~i~ eomplet/:ness 
theorem. It would be more deskable, to. ¢ ivea co~pie.L-nesstheo.-em for.. L(J),,z; 
which would gi,~'e a.nontrivial dlaracterization o f  when a se.alence ¢-has a 
hyperfinite model. But such a.theorem ~,'0uld requirt~"a ~01ufion:t,~,tite following 
problem: " " . . . . .  . " " : " . . . .  . -i.( . :  . . :  . " .  . . . ,  . 
When is the finite ~pectrum o fa  sehtence'of L~.unbo'unded?.  - . .  . .:. 
This problem is too hard to :be sok;ed .at pr~Ssent: " : : " : . .  '. ~ .... " 
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5,  Rob inson  cons is tend '  an  d ~n lerpo la | ion  . . ,  : . "  .:.. i .  " . . . . .  
• [ ' -  . . ' " . .  . "  
In th!s section weuse"a  i"esult from Keisler .[8]:..~[ 0. prove the~obicis.ofi 
consisten~ theorem :.for L,.,..~ l--.rorn.tl~is ~;/e .obtain the. . Craig..~nterpolafion 
theorem. We: begin by i.~rovinga st, bmodel iso.mo.tphi$m tileo~'em-.for; inte~'n.ai 
probability .models. . . . . . .  . . 
l)etinitimt 5,1. Let '~" be an ~i-saz:~ral,;-I 'non-standard universe, and let 
(~1, #,,),,,:..~ be an internal *-finitely additive probability model in * V. Let 
L( IX)=(L( t%) : ,  <w) 
be the sequee.ce of Loeb .:ac~su.:es of (ts.,, ::i <o~). Let L be a (possibly external,', 
sublaagua,..,.c of the lm:guage of Pl. We shall cali. any model of the form 
('?l I L. L(I.t)) an ':nteraal probability model in * V notwithstaodh~g the fact that it is 
not actually internal . . . . .  
Definition 5.2. If (9I, l0 and (ot, 1,) are probability models, we say that (9.[, I~) is an 
L,.:,~- e.e. submodel 0f (~, v) if '3 is a submodei of ~, and for every sentence ~o of 
~ i k-- ~ . -  
~','1.~3~:~ if, (~ .v )~, .  
Definilion 5.3. Two probabiIity models (~I, tt) and.(~, ~;) are isomorphic if there is 
an is6mol~hism/: '? l -~ '  siaeh that fl|e induced/" :A"--> B" all have botii [" and 
([,,)--t measureable and mezsure preserving. We say that two internal probability. 
models in the same *V are intern:qly isomorphic it there is an [which. is internal 
in . *V  (f is required, to preserve only the Loeb.measures, not the internal 
measu--.es.) - ' : 
Theorem 5.4. Let (.~I, p), (~, v) be i ,  tcmal probability models for lang,~ages LI, 
L:, rcsl~ectively, wllfch have . ,o  fm!ctioh or constant symbols, in-the zame ~- 
saturated *%", whereK-~max(ah ,  card(Lt) ÷, card(L:)*). Let. L=Lif'll_..z. If. 
0)l, It) -:t.,, (¢.5, V).then (9[, I x) and (~, v) l, at~e i, ier, ally L.:~somorphic e.e.. sub. 
, ,odds. : . ..: . "" ". 
• First .wi: give the. idea .bf the proof.. Sn.ppose'L~ L_,. are finite"for the moment. 
[8,i~?mma .6.13.l implies th'~t almost, all "small". h),pertinit~ sul~mode}s of internal 
prob:~bi!ity luodeh are e.e. submedels.-Oa the other .hand,"we Can describe the . . . . . .  . . . . . . - .  
L-isomorphism tyi:,es" oi fii~ite., sub.~equenecs, from 'A  ai{d B' in L , , ;  and measure 
• th,~qr '. ffeque,e3~: Since for" fixed. , -  ihere? i:are. o.~ly': a-:finite number" o[: .L -L 
isomgrphism I types.:~oiue must. hax;e positive me.ast.tre. ~l~e..s.tr w~!l.be the saine .for. 
. ~[ and ~ beca,~¢: (,~. ~)-~ Li ,(~, ,,)..Hence. almostZ]! finite subseq~e aces:.fro, m I A; 
must  be  isotn0rpliie tO somo finite: sul~equenee fr0n, ?B: Tiiere, sho[dd be. a vJay:to, 
• . :.- . . . .  . . -~.~ .:, ~ ',.,- . . :  . . . ,  . . . .  . , ~. .. . :  . 
p~t th~sto ether w~th Kets]ers re , I t t t .  et I -~omor ~hle smal .h ~|-fin|teee . . . ,  . . . . . . :~  . : .  : . _ : , . - . . - . . .  o . - . ,  . . . . ! . . . .  . I . . .~ . , . ,  . . . . , .  
St |bmodi . - l s .o f . ( ? l ,p . ) . .aud  (~, i , ) .  ' .  '~ ' : : ' .  ' " ' ' . . . . . . .  " '- . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' • ' . . : . . : - . -  . . . . .  ~ . . .  
• In the follt~,i,'in~;. ~ve..".~h:dl:refet: " ;: " ' - " " ' : : ' .... : ' " ' " " " ' Ib  I.~,Ix).as jnst.~.-.(~,i:,):asji,st. !-~;:ete~,i " , . . .  
. . . . .  : - . . . . :  . : . .  " . : - : ,  . . . - ,  . . .~ . . . "  . - .  _ . . . '  . . :  . . . - . : . . . - . _ - - . . .  _..  ' . . .  . : . .  
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l ' roo|  of Theorem 5.4. I . c t  I.~, 1_ °, be. arbitatv finite sub]auguagcs  o f  . I t .  I_~, 
respectively, and let L o -  L~ ~r°  i ~, Tt. T~, be a ¢otmtabloden.se cquenc¢i 
of sentences of t (L~) ' ,  and let. Si, S , : . . .  be a co:ratable dense .seq i~nce of
. ~ . ~ , . . .  . • • 
sentences of .f{L~)'. Let the functions: K'afT, G), K'-'~(S. G) / :orres~mld tO the. 
- 
function K,(T,  G) in [8, Lemma 6.t3, claim 2] for " . b'l, I.t) and {~, I,) respectwely. 
Fix n <,-,,  2<O<ro  and choose H<,o  so that - .- 
H_>- ,z (max {K~(T.,, G). K':~(S~.. G'I : 1 ~ i ~- n} + 1). ' 
( I)  Consider sequences c ~ A ~'. d ~ B "~. 
B ,  IS, l_emma 6.13. cl:~.;m 2], 
('.,-) tt,de:iT~--7q~l :~- I /G .  I *:-=i~,z}~ 1-- 1~ ''c;': '
:IS, - S~'~ c~ t IO. 1 "~ i ~ ,t} ~ 1 -- H "c'~ I (**'1 v~{d '~ " ' 
(2) Consider the L°-sequeeee isomorphistrt ypes of ~¢. and '~ gcneratc.d by 
such sequences c and d. (F;y a sequence isoluorphism v.'e meazt an isomorphism of 
ar, d c~ which maps c, -~. d;.) There are only finilely ninny of these, say 1~ . . . . .  I~_. 
and :or each I i, 1 .~]~ k, !here is an open formula ¢.~(x) of L~.,, such that ~('~) is 
of sequence isomorphism :ype I~ ili 
el ~ ,tb(t) (~  ~j(d)). 
Let i : . , . . . ,  I, be a i l  the  L° -sequence- i somorph ism types  o f  ~ 's  fo r  ¢ in  the  event  
measured ia ( * ) .  Then 
'.~[ I= (l-~x ~ 1 - H -~" ~)(¢..t, v • • • ~" %.'1. 
If 1,,,. . . . .  I,.~, :.re tit,: corrcsptmdi,tg o L -seqhence-isomorphism types of ~,'s from 
d's in the cvcr'.t mcasure-d in (**) .  then 
°3k(Px---~ 1 - .H'°~")( .~,,  v • • • v ~,..u,). 
But ?l ~. ,~,  so 
~(Px  ~ 1 -  2~'i~°+')[(¢.,,,,v - . .  ~, ¢,~) .x(~,v  . . .  v%)] .  
But I - -2H-° ' t>0,  attd ~:, ¢~ are disjoiut for i,,,,], so we must have ¢,,: = ¢ii for 
some y. r. But this says tl:at there are L°-sequcncd-isomowhic ¢S and ~ generated 
by c and d such that 
I~-T~ -~11(;. I~:i~,,~-... 
:$3 . . . . . . .  -S?] : - - I IG .  I ~-: ~ ":~; ¢:. .. 
This is true [or 'each.  ,,, G, ~md fi~fite sub!a,t!m;_,ge:s L'~, L~.of"!'~, L:, so :',~: 
~-saturation, thel¢ are hyperfinitcH.: and c ~ A !~,d ,~ B ~ generating L-sequLmcc- 
!so.morphic (~ aud ~ such that I~ is an (Li)~,e- e-¢. submodel;,.~f.. ~'',1and' "~2.. ~s an 
(L: ) , ,e-c .e .  submodeio[  ~ The sequence-isom0rphism i~ trivi:/ll~;:ii~:~.;'nal, :he.rice. 
: . .  :. . . - . . . .  . ( :  . : . . . ' .  - . . :2 . : . . .~. . . . . . -  . . . .  
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mea~ureable,since til mcasure_~ on ~ ~.1(d ~ are defined o ,  the tare-hal p0~;~er 
se,s of C-al{d. D respectivel3;. The.sequence !somorphi~m i s iaut0ma'fi6atly measure 
pieserving because the measure on a modeI.geaerated by..a .sequence is just •that 
• • . , - . . 
g;vea: by (ib3.ernai):frcque'ncy .of occurrence in the s~qaence. ~ .. 
Us!ng this-theorem we prove:- " . 
T'aeore,, 5.5 (P.obin,.;o,' co~s';stency theorem for probability lt~;ic). If (~2~, p ) and 
(~. v) arc probabiiity mode/s for h,.ngua,qes L~, L~, respectiee!y, at:d 
('21 It., P) ~'z.~t~-~!lt, v) L = L: n L._. 
1ken there.is a modrl (.1{, X) ft~r L~ U r such that 
' ; " : ( I .0 , . , (~ ,  I l )  (,~¢,~, ,. X) -" ~! 
and 
(-;~1-:, x) --~,.,(~, v~. 
I'roof. Usi ag the main Lemma, take internal elemertta D, extensions *i~d, In-) and 
*(~;,v) i~ a *V that satisfies lhe saturativity requirements, of the.preceding 
theorem. Lt';.. ~. = L(*~,I, ~,, = L(*v,). Thor, 
.< :  ~, j  - 
and (*'21,17.) :rod (*~,[,) a_re internal. If L~ L...have no function or constant 
symbols, then the required model is just the subraodel ~ from the previo~-s 
theorem, ",'ith the .~ymbol~ o.r Lz io.!erpreted as induced by the isomorphism v,,~th 
When titere are function and constani symbols, we must mod!fy this idea as 
follo~vs: 
Let L ~ be ~he lauguage witit'relation symbols R(q(x) , . . . ,  i.,(x)) foi" each n-try 
relation symbol. R of L and tt . . . . .  :, term'~ o~ L (no ~unction or const.~nt 
sy:nbolsl. Delin¢ .L.~, L~ si~ilafly, Then L '= L~ f'fL~,; ~6d 
' ( :Y~'k, ,  a )  -~ . . , ( *~ 'k , ,0 )  . . - .  .. 
• . . .  . 
. '  . ,  . . , . .  ~ • . . .  . . . 
4,  , 'W where "~I' a,d-. '~. are ihe ~iatural transformations of *~ arid irtto models for 
/_~ and L'~, res,~ectivcly, e t  ~ aiid ~ beL'-is0morphie e.e.subtriodeL~ (ff.(~d', i~.}, 
(*'2Y, f! by. 'lh,: previous tlieorem.-Fert~i models~S, ~ by Closiug under t!le fur.etion 
aitd constaut sy~nbols or L~; L2, respecti,;;ely, allowing no measure to.the elemen[s 
. . . . . .  " ~ % thereby added, From the tmion of..~,.~ With (~,~i~-cntifie.d v!a:the:is0i'.~0rphismi 
-extendi,g .thelide!itifie.'~tion ~o thatcr, d arc ide,ti_~e d and)(x)is~ a. term.of:L,.the~!i 
t (¢) ,  I(d) ~re .islen.tified. This wil l  CAuse.no. fi~rthef ident~cation~..becaus*-.-'th(~. 
is0morphism respects- the relation- ~(x)=.te(x),~i,. r2-terms of.L2 DefirLel the fune,. 
liotls:0! .L , . -L ~rbitraril i' where~'er, they.are, ffo.t d~.nned:aireadr.'Dolthe ~a~ne ror:  
ih0 fiincfi6ns.of L.,-  L. Tlie.resulfi~ag model"(J,~ >.) is ttie •model. recliairefl~ .." '~- 
• , . . . '  . - - . - - "  --. " " " -  " " . • . " . . " -  ' . . . ' :  . i  . -- .- : . .  - '  ' ~ ' - - :  . . . .  ' - •  
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We now apply the Robinsou consistency theorem to prove its cousin, ihe 
interpolation theorem. 
Theorem 5.6 (Craig interpolat{on theoremfor  La.~). Let .~t bc a eou~ttable 
admissible set with ~o • M. I.f ~-, t,', are serttence,2 of La_v sueh that ~ ,p ~ 0. lh.¢n there 
is a sentence 0 of Lap such dmt ~ ¢ ~ O, "F O -'~ d(. a:~d every rdation, ftmc!;.o~ and 
co,stam symbol which occ'trs i~t 0 occurs it~ borh ¢ a~:d O. 
Proof. We use a consistency property argnntent whicl, s a r~riation of rite pt't~of 
of interpolation for L in Ba,-wise [2]. 
Let L t be the language with just the nonlogieal syn{bols oce:lrring in ~, L 2 the 
language witil just the nonlogical symbols occurring its t],. Let S be the set of pairs 
(s], s2) where st, s, are consistent countable sets o" set, fences of Lt(C).~-r. 
L2(C).~v, respectively, only finitely many constan:s c t.:C occur in st Uxz, and 
whenever ~ msv -> 0t, and I~ As: -~' 0,,, 03.0- sentences of (Lt lg L.,)(C)ar, Or^ 0_, 
is consistent. S is not a consistency property as we have defined that notion, but it 
is a double consistency property in a sense that allow:; us te prove, by a routine 
modification of the model existence theorem, that every (st, s:)e S has a double 
probability :a~odel (~l,p.,v). Tha: is, (?ilL,, P-).~st is a probability model for 
L,, (~!]L:, v).~ s: is a probability model for L:, and for nil n <,o, p., and r,, agree on 
the o'-algebra of subset of A ~ definable by formulas of (L~ nL2),o,r with parzt,:e- 
ters from A.. Applying the Robinson consistency theorem to the two halves, 
(Pllt.,, ~t) and (~l]t:.v). we got a model for 
A . ' .." A s:.  
Now since V¢- ,  q~. (,~, ~g~)aS by the above discussion. Itence there is O(c) 
a sentence of (L~nL:)(C),¢v such that V¢---*0(e) and ~0(e).--~.l,rh Hence 
~ ~ (Px = ])0(x) and ~(Px = 1)O(x)~ 0, and we have the desired interpolm:t. 
Modifications as in Keisler [7] yieht also the Lyuden iutcrpolation theorem. "File 
Beth deiinability theorem follows in essentially the nsu.d fashion.. 
Our proof of the interpolation theorem does not prove interpolation for Lr~.~- 
This is false as most any disproof of interpolation for L"  or L(Oo) (as in Barwi.se 
[1]. say) will show. A s:ickier problem is wllether interpola:ion is true for L.,.r~ but 
we conjecture that this too is false. 
.. "." 
6. Upwind Lowenheim-Slp~olem theorem:a compactnc~ r"sult '" 
We use th'e main lemma of the ~:-~mpleteness theorem tol prove an: upward 
Lowet~heim-Skolem thebrem, and we show how to obtain a-Compactness result 
from the compactness theorem for J" L ' .  : :. " .~. 
- .~cbabC, lity. logic ~ 1 I 
Definition 6.1, A . probabiliry model (~1', It-) ha'~ esseDtial: cardinality 
(esscard (~1, It) = ~) if ~ is tire smallest cardinal of a mezmreable set O __q A with 
= z. 
Theorem 6~ (Upwa~'d Lowe~:heim-Sko!em theorem for probabilit3; iogic). If 
(?l, St) is a prbb~;'bility model with essential tariff ha lily grem'er "hart ~, theP.: (~2I, !~-) 
has elemet,tary exrenxions v[ arbilrarily large e.~semial cardinaiity. 
Proof. Since ess card (~. It)> ~, we must have 
('~I, I.t) .~ (Px > 0)(Py = 0)x  = y. 
Let x be an arbitrary cardinal. Apply the main lciin~a of ~he completeness 
theorem usi.ng a ~-saturated *V tO get an elementary extension (*~t, I-Q of (~I, p.). 
Let 
C=I,'- e 'A :  ";~(c,) = 0}. 
Then t2t(C) > 0, since (?1, p.) ~ (Px > 0)(Py = 0)x = y. Naw .srppose B '-" *A has 
g: (B)~ 1, i/31<~. Then IB f iC I<r ,  and/2t(Bnc- ' )>0. BUt Ior any bz, . . . .  b,,e 
/3 N C. *~uA{bl . . . . .  b,} = 0.5o by K-saturatic.n, there is an in:.ernal D c*A  such 
that BAC=D,  *tq(D)=O. ~len 
fit(B .q C) = f i ,(D)= st (*/.t,(D)i = 0. 
a coatradiction. Hence css card (*?I, ~)v  r. 
The exceptional case of the upward Lowerheim-Skolem theorem is covered by 
lhe fol]owing proposition. For the purpose of this proposition, pos (~[, It) is the sub- 
model o[ (?i, ~) generated by the elements of positive mass, with the obvious 
re,;triction of ~. 
Prt,po~ilioa 6.3, If css •card (~,~1, It)~ to, or, equivalently, ~I, p,)~ 
(Px = l)(Py > 0)x = y, and (11, ix) -- t.~(~, v) ((?~, It), (~, v) probability models), then 
pos [P[, it) and pos (~+ v) are iso,.:wrphic, hence there is a parf.al isomerphism of 
(?I, it) and (~,v). which omits only a set cf !i+easure O. 
l~rool. Use a b::zk-andoforth argument, 
h may be worth noting in the context of essenti,'d ear,:linality Ihat every mo:lel. 
(PI,|t) hrs an elementary submodel . (~,v) of cardinality max(card(L), 
'ess card (':t, It)). so that if card (L) ~ess card (~, It), card (93) - ~'..ss card (~3, v). (Let 
B = A, th(B) = 1. card (B)= ess card (~1, Ix). Let ~Bb¢ the smallest st,.bmode! of °A 
cordaining B. Let v be just the suitable restrictioaof It.) ..--." "-' 
Now we prove, a .compactness prii~iple, which isproved using a compactness 
theorem for ]" L:" first rioted by Keisler in 1"8]. Weare  inclined to call this.principle 
the. o'-.compaciness tiaeorem, though ~does not '¢'orresP0nd"ito he. topological 
' " '  Ciness. ,,:e22.,x of -compa -- : : .. 
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First we state the l" L'" Cmnpactnes,; theorem. . :  
• i i  • 
i I i  i . - i  I • ~ i  
Theorem 6.4 (Compactness theorem for I L-). LetS  be a set of " : ' ~atc'me:,is o~ the 
fort, (T=r ) ,  T.a  .ser:te~ce. ~f ~. L':, TAR.-..I 7 [or k'"m" ;finite sev .c4" Statements 
(T~ = ~'t}i . . . .  (T, = r,)~ & there i'. a prob'abiiir>, ,:;~4,td Oa; It; s,+di that .. 
.. . . .  . -  . .  
7~f ''q'p'} = ]"i '  l ".~ i -'~ :1:, ".  " . . . .  " 
tl:en there is a Frobalff, tity mode! ('~. v) st~cfi dlar 
for every stateme,: {'F= r)~ S. 
ProoL Use a saturatio-a rgument. 
Theote ' ,  6.5. l.er "--" be a comflcrc theory of L,~ such that every corntable s~bset of 
E has a probability model. Then ~ i~ns a probability model. 
ProoL Let Lo be a countable sub|anguage o£ L, tile language oi " i l_,et 
~-a - {c. = (Lo).,-e, ~ e ~-}. 
Then ~o is countable and complete. Let t-,o,¢~t P~+.'" ~t-.,c,...t~ lye a prol_~abilitv, model for 
Lo. Then (~ lo , | t0 )~.¢  for each ¢cEN(L~) .~r  Let So be the set of statements 
(T= r), T a sentence o r .{(Lo)", rt~R, such that "1~%.-9= r. Let 
S= U{St~: Lo countable_~ L}. 
Thea every finite subset o[ S has a model. For suppose (Tt-.- q) . . . . .  ('/~, = r:,) .',re 
statements in S, where 
T¢I~; , , . -  0 = r t  ' . . . ,  T te i  , i . . . . ' l  = re.. 
• . . .  - . . 
(~ll, I%) . . . . .  (~l,,. !t,) models c0rl:esponding :to -LL, . , 'L ,(  c6un'table .sublan,.: 
guages of L. l_.ct L,~ :: U ~.~+.~./-t. Then ~ : . . t-!o, lata)cofrespm'~din~' to/~o h'as- . ' . . . .  
1~< . .  . . . . .  . . .  . .  C'21&,, I*.) ---~t., ... (d,, u,). i-:-n, 
SO . "  . . .  - . . . . .  '. 
• i i  • i ~  • 
• . . - .  . . . . 
('-~M;., *tD °~ ' (','I,, 0t,)."-. 1 ~ i ~ . .  • "~( l .O"  . .  " .  " ." 
- i  • • • • • . . i  • i -  • • , i i  • • • : 
by Corollary 4.8. Hence . .  " . . . . .  .. ?. .-. 
. i • • ' • : i  I I I  : • I • i I I 
' l ' x~. -0"D=r i  ' 1 .< i .~ l l ;  . ' - . -  . . . : .  ; 
. . .. * z . .  : .12  . " : '  ' " - .  . . , . -  . , , '. , . . -  . . . . .  - . . -  
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:" ' ,~-~:.'LtW} _. r ' " couitt:able,' tht~n - for every statement iT.--ft')¢ So.-So if (~o, i-(~,)is the  
• model corresponding to .Lo,' then.  
.. . . . . . .~ . . . . . . ' "  ,.- ... : . - :  . 
• . - . . ",. 
'.Hence ' . . ' ' . .  
• "=( - '~ .~ (: u, iaoL 
l-lento. (d, p.) ~X. bY C.orollarv :1.$. o 
. . -  . •  • • • . 
. : ' . .  '.- ::'.. ."~.'.'.. . . : "  
- "  " . - - -  . .  
- . - . . .  
. .  - ' . '  
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